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"Those who fail to learn from history are doomed to repeat it" is not an empty statement. 

That's why memorials like the Katyn massacre statue in Jersey City are dedicated.   

Yet, Mike DeMarco, chair of the Exchange Place Special Improvement District wants the 

memorial removed because "I don't think the statue is appropriate for a major metropolitan 

area. It's a little gruesome. ... I can't imagine how many mothers go by and have to explain it 

to their children." 

 

Memorials are designed exactly for that purpose: to explain history to children and adults.   

In April and May 1940, the secret police of the Soviet Union, led by Joseph Stalin, massacred 

22,000 Polish Army Officers and the Polish multi-ethnic state intelligentsia which included 

Ukrainians, Belarusians, and Jews, including the chief rabbi of the Polish Army,  Baruch 

Steinberg.  It's referred to as the Katyn  massacre after the Katyn Forest, where some of 

the mass graves were first discovered. 

 

 

Jersey City, Polish officials trade barbs over massacre statue 

The statue was unveiled at Exchange Place in 1991. 

In 1991, a dramatic statue created by Polish-American sculptor Andrzej Pitynski to 

memorialize the massacre was dedicated at Exchange Place in Jersey City, near the mouth of 

the Hudson River along the Hudson River Waterfront Walkway.  It depicts a bound-and-

gagged soldier impaled in the back by a bayoneted rifle. It is hardly the only piece of art that 

evokes a truly deep meaning. 

 

The crucifix of Jesus' suffering and death on the cross, a principal symbol of many Christian 

groups, could also invoke children's questions to be explained by their mothers. 
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The statues of the Holocaust at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem are most gruesome, as was the Nazi 

Final Solution which killed six million Jews.  

Statues of slaves in the Alabama Legacy Museum depicting slavery and lynchings invoke a 

terrible time in America's history, as they are designed to invoke.  

Guernica is a mural-sized oil painting on canvas by Spanish artist Pablo Picasso. The 

painting, which uses a palette of gray, black, and white, is regarded by many art critics as one 

of the most moving and powerful anti-war paintings in history. It shows the suffering of 

people wrenched by violence and chaos. Prominent in the composition are a gored horse, a 

bull, and flames. The painting became famous and widely acclaimed and helped bring 

worldwide attention to the Spanish Civil War. 

The gruesome sides of history should not be hidden from children or adults. Nor should we 

forget those from other countries who helped America from the Revolutionary War and 

throughout the history of our young nation, including our allies in World War II.  

The statute of the Katyn massacre overlooking the Hudson River Waterfront is more than a 

reminder of that massacre.   

It's also a reminder of the ties between America and Poland that began with two Polish 

Revolutionary War heroes. Gen. Casimir Pulaski created the Pulaski Cavalry Legion and 

reformed the American cavalry as a whole. At the Battle of Savannah, while leading a daring 

charge against British forces, he was gravely wounded, and died shortly thereafter. 

 

 

Polish official defends Katyn monument as 'universally' significant 

Jersey City is mulling whether to move the statue from its longtime home 

 

Gen.Thaddeus Kosciuszko was a colonel in the Continental Army. An accomplished military 

architect, he designed and oversaw the construction of state-of-the-art fortifications, including 

those at West Point, New York.  

Four national flags -- of the U.S, U.K, Australia and Poland -- are on display on the beaches 

in Normandy honoring the D-Day invasion force that was the beginning of the end of Hitler's 

plan for a whole new world. 
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The Katyn statue should stay because it's also a reminder of the brutality of the Soviet Union, 

for which Russia's current president, Vladimir Putin, served as a foreign intelligence officer.  

The chairman of the Exchange Place Special Improvement District said, "The notion that 

Russians are backstabbers is not exactly a politically correct idea nowadays." Tell that to 

Sergei V. Skripal, a former Russian double agent, and his daughter, Yulia, who were recently 

poisoned by Russian agents.  

The Katyn statue should stay prominently in the center of Exchange Place in Jersey City. 

Those who fail to learn from history are doomed to repeat it.  

Raymond Lesniak is a former longtime Democratic state senator from Union County. He was 

also a former grand marshal of the Pulaski Parade and a member of the Polish Legion of 

American Veterans. 


